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ERRATUM 

Kim Griest 

Cross Sections, Relic Abundance, and Detection Rates for 

Neutralino Dark Matter, Pfrys. Rev. D38, 2357 (1988). 

At least three typographical errors appear in eq. (4), the annihilation cross 

section of neutrahnos into fermions. In the last line -f, should read $, and V’CR 

should read -V’CR. The definition of r should read r = m$/(d4; + ms/3’), not 

as given. 

More importantly, it was pointed out by Lam Bergstrom that in our paper we 

(inadvertently) left out the -p+“/mi part of the Z” propagator. Including this 

gives additional terms in the matrix element and the annihilation cross section. 

For much of the supersymmetric parameter space the resulting corrections are 

very small, but for pure Higgsinos a msximum correction of around 9% can 

occur. There are no corrections to the elastic scattering cross sections, the pure 

photino limit of the annihilation cross section or to the production (e+e- -t 22) 

cross sections. The changes to the annihilation cross section can result in up 

to a 9% change in the dark matter detection rates. However, as Bergstrom 

and Snellman’ point out, when using this annihilation cross section for present 

day annihilation of dark matter in the halo (or in the body of the Earth or 

Sun), the additional terms can be quite important. In particular, at the 2’ pole 

(mx = mz/2), the term proportional to (mr/mx)r cancels. Since the remaining 

terms are proportional to v2 z 10-s there is a very large dip in the cross section 

here rather than a large enhancement which the published cross section would 
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predict. This dip does not occur for annihilation in the early universe where 

I? z l/3. The following corrections should be made. 

The squared matrix element (eq. 3) should include the additional terms 

+ (2:~ - zf4)(C& - CR) mXmq [w’s2 + 2(u’ + v’)sm,ymq] 

> 

0) 
where all symbols were defined in the paper. 

The non-relativistic expansion of the neutralino annihilation cross section 

(eq. 4) should include the additional terms 

I ~mnnv = TzG ;cqm$p~ 

+ (2;~ - &)(CZ - CR)Z’2~‘2Z- 4 

4 

x 
K 

2 + +2(z2 - 2T + p2T2)) (4w’ + 2z(u’ + v’)) 

+ 2wv - %fY2p~2T 
3 I> . 

In the limit Y’ = 0, relevant for present day annihilation, the total cross section 

is simply 
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d%(v2 = 0) = c $$+rn;/J’ y” (2~’ + Z(U’ + v’)) 

P 

+ $(@a - z;4)(CR - CL) z (l-4K$]‘. 

(3) 

Finally, for completeness eq. Al should include 

M’, = -2mxmqg2(cR -CZ)(% - zf4)- 
2 cos2 &(mi - s)m2, 

v(pz)rsu(pl)a(kl)rsv(lcz), (Al)’ 

and eq. A2 should contain the following terms 

,M~ I l2 =16g4(% - %I2 
cos4~,(m; -gj2(cR- cJ)2T (;) 

2ReM M” = - c~~f~~~~; (CR - CZ]‘~~~“, 2 I 

2ReM.M’: = -8g4(Z& - zf4)(c~ -cz)m.v% 
cos2 &,rn~(rn~ - s)(Miz - t) 

24; + (ph)’ - (ph)21 

+ smpmx(aa + b”) , 
> 

2ReMbM’: = -8g4(Zh - Z!,)(CR - cz)mxmq 
cos2&,m~(m~ - a)(MiR -2) ( 

-24; + (plkl)’ - (d& 

+ smpmx(a2 + c2) , 
> 

(A21 

2ReM,M’: = -8g4(Z?a - z:4)(cR -cZ)mXmq 
cosaB,m~(m~ -s)(Miz -u) ( 

2tabi; -(plkl)a +(plka)z] 

+ ampmx(a2 + b”) , 
> 

2ReMdM’; = -8g4(% - Z!~)(CR --z)mxm, 
cos2 &,,m~(m~ - s)(MjR -u) ( 

-24; - (plkl)’ + (pdz)al 

+ smpmX(a2 + -2”) . 
> 
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Note that these should be added with signs appropriate for M = M, + ML - 

Ma-Mb+Mc+Md. 
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